Aides say Reagan is not "unbending conservative"

By Donald N. Swanson

LOS ANGELES - Contrary to his
weekly image as an unbending conser­
vative, President-elect Ronald Reagan
apparently is staying flexible in the
wintertime at the University of Iowa.

By Cindy Schrader
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**Briefly**

Adadan fight goes...  

The people of Adadan continued Sunday to hold meetings to demand the release of their leader, Yousuf, who was arrested last week. The meetings, which were attended by thousands of people, were held in different parts of the city, including the west end of the main basketball court. The meetings were peaceful, with no incidents reported.

**Court denies petition to halt house-moving...**

By Ms. Lois Braun

A petition seeking the temporary injunction, submitted in Iowa City District Court, was denied by Judge Verna Vern. The petition, filed by a group of residents, sought to halt the house-moving that was scheduled to take place this week.

The court ruled that the residents did not have a legal basis for their petition. The court also noted that the residents had not taken the necessary steps to demonstrate that they were entitled to the injunction.

**Management forced to...**

By Robec Thomas

The management of the Lakeside apartments has been forced to make several changes to the building in response to the concerns of the residents. The changes include the installation of new windows and the addition of a new roof.
Reagan's win may delay hostage release

By Barry James

WASHINGTON - President-elect Ronald Reagan's victory could take longer than a result of Carter's victory, and again it_would be placed on trial if Washington does not meet the condition for a release.

In both cases, the hostages would have the same interest in

Phillips SAE TECHNICS PIONEER VECTOR RESEARCH SONY LIST SALE

RECEIVERS

Over 2,000 to move out at 10 to 50% OFF!

PHILIPS SAE TECHNICS PIONEER VECTOR RESEARCH SONY LIST SALE

Tape decks

Over 100 cassettes

at 10 to 50% OFF!

SANYO VESTA RESEARCH PIONEER RESEARCH TEAC SONY TECHNICS SHARP

AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS

Over 300 must go for 15 to 35% OFF!

SANYO TECHNICS SONY VECTOR RESEARCH TEAC TOSHIBA

CAR STEREO

Over 2,500 (no kidding)

Save from 34 to 75%!

CLARION MARCHANT JENSEN PIONEER SANYO

HEADPHONES

Over 900 have to go

at 20 to 55% OFF!

AKG PANASONIC SONY TECHNICS

BLANK TAPE

more than 2 items to be unloaded

25 to 45% OFF!

IFU AT 45% OFF!

COMPACT STEREO SYSTEMS

over 200 must be sold!

Save 20% on all Panasonic complete music systems

SALE ENDS SUNDAY

IOWA CITY

130 E. Washington

338-7977

Open this Sunday Noon-5 pm

Open Mon. & Thurs. 9-9

WORLD RADIO YOUR STEREO/VIDEO STORES

WE'LL MEET OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE IN THE AREA ON ANY IN-STOCK ITEMS.

TIME'S RUNNING OUT!

We're the Midlands largest stereo retailer, with inventory all over Iowa and Nebraska, but the BILLS all come to ONE GUY! That's JOE! And he's got half a million dollars worth of merchandise has GOT TO GO by this Saturday!

Everybody else is going to be one upped with quality, value, service and selection, and the MONEY is being moved for the holidays so come and get your Christmas gift now before we're out of stock!

Then, 60% off on all Panasonic complete music systems at 45% off, so our sale is $250 worth of Panasonic Cruiser and $200 worth of SONY M4400 for just $99.99, and you just can't beat those prices anywhere! Come and get what this weekend's¶

\n
- Guaranteed Lowest Prices
- No Dealer Sales
- First Come - First Served
- All Items Warranted
- No Runchecks
- No Lay-a-ways

JOE SAYS

"Make it easy to buy!"

Between this selection of gear, and these incredible prices, there is NO GUT to be on someone's back asking for

Before this selection or payment, and these incredible prices, there is NO GUT to be on someone's back asking for

One man's back asking for money, and we're still dumb enough to pay twice what we have to. Why? Because in this business, the profit is in the service and selection. The store, the people, the quality of the products. The store, the people, the quality of the products.
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A loss of ideals

The most striking aspect of Tuesday night's election was that Ronald Reagan was carried to resounding victory on the shoulders of traditional Democratic voters. It is misleading to attribute this change in the behavior of traditional Democratic voters to sudden shifts in their opinions; the shift also represents the basic failure of the Democratic Party to maintain its long-standing ideological position.

Reagan managed to cut into almost every constituency traditionally associated with the Democratic Party. He made substantial inroads in the traditionally Democratic areas of the Midwest and the South. Even in traditional Democratic strongholds such as New York, the margin of his victory was significant.

Democratic Party leaders have already begun to analyze the reasons for their defeat. They have acknowledged that the party has failed to provide a clear and attractive liberal alternative to the conservative agenda of President Reagan. They have also acknowledged that the party has failed to address the concerns of traditional Democratic voters, such as the economy and national security.

The Democratic Party leadership is already considering how to respond to this election. Some are calling for a more aggressive campaign style, while others are calling for a more moderate approach. The party is likely to face a significant challenge in reuniting its diverse group of supporters.
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James Earl Ray asks officials to pardon him

By Frank Dechert

United press International

NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- James Earl Ray said he was a witness to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and asked President Gerald Ford to pardon him.

Ray, 42, said he was employing a rank wherein he would be "not satisfied with the 2 percent, " but Ray did not say what he was "satisfied with" or "with the offer." Ray said the offer was expected.

Ray is accused of conspiracy in King's murder but has pleaded not guilty. Ray said he would not go to solitary confinement for years for murder.

In earlier negotiations the city challenged the city's position on a new contract.

Ray said that "the city would be locked into any contract that lasted for more than" but Ray did not say what he was "locked into" or "with the offer." Ray said the offer was expected.
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Anti-ERA leaders defeat from the Faculty concerned, said Wednesday she hopes the sound defeat of the fight against the state Equal Rights Amendment, could slow the progress of pro-ERA efforts of others trying to shove this down our throats.

Iowa ERA will hasten the death of the federal ERA.

The nation and by months of opinion polls that showed strong support.

The election of Ronald Reagan wasn't there. I don't consider it propaganda or lies had a reputation that it was vague and the support never been elsewhere.

ERA, so the statewide referendum attracted application are very

term applications are very

is separate...will be less severe

nation," Willow said.

For further information 354-7010.

The public does not understand the limitations of the presidency. Kenney said, "The President can't control inflation. The people want instant gratification and they grumble for something else.

Johnson County voters, however, did not follow the same voting trends in other counties and states, he said.

"We Backers also accused their opponents of...afraid of their tenants. Several anti-ERA committees did not file disclosure reports. Groups affiliated with Phyllis Schafly's Stop-ERA movement have no
different project," Kemp said.

"The ERA Coalition spent 447,800 on anPR in the Senate for the cooperation of ERA leaders. Leaders said the work was intended to...the long-term advantages. All they did was to confuse the public.

Leaders said the work was intended to...vote. For the one...the rejection in Iowa, nor Robert D. Ray indicated the rejection in Iowa...they have an opportunity to...of raising faculty salaries and educational spending. It is separate

"IMAGINATION"
The award winning multi-media space fantasy narrated by...his music and Drama.

Room 146 - King's Inn Motel, Coralville

Thurs., Fri., Sat. (Nov. 6, 7, 8) 10 am - 7 pm

Sun. (Nov. 9) am 2 - pm

"20% Off
Now thru November 15th
ALL DIAMOND JEWELRY
Plaza Center One
351-0201

INCREDIBLE
SACRIFICE COAT SALE
JULIUS LEOPOLD - 1350 5TH AVE.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK NOW BLOWOUTLY REDUCED.
FOUR MORE DAYS!

20% Off
30% Off and even up to
50% Off

THINGS & THINGS
BNAI BIRTH LODGE NO. 271
Come on over and see our friendly

FINE ART AUCTION
Sunday Afternoon, November 8, 1980
PREVIEW, 1:30 PM
Auction, 2:30 PM
TEMPLE JUDAH 2001
133rd & Beecher S.S.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
THINGS & THINGS
WINE & CHEESE
Featuring the worlds of Master Artist\nChilde Hassam, Whistler/Childe Hassam, Lockman/Francis, Museum of Modern Art, New York, and other notables.

MARINA ART AUCTION GALLERY
507 S. Clinton
1:30 PM
NOVEMBER 15, 1980
I love tampons and hate pads. Another associated with the use of tampons, menstruating manufacturers, to toxic shock syndrome, an especially Rely brand. were removing the tampon from the market. one UI woman who was hospitalized in severe abdominal pain and vomiting. Finally I got better and they view said she was not worried about Rely anymore, I'll have to switch to runs out, she said. I guess I live dangerously. probably one with a plastic applicator. Shock , a sometimes fatal disease. Twelve of the women said they switched to a different brand of tampons. results of an informal study showed that women who had period of time than other women, Chief of Acute Disease Epidemiology held at the UI Hospitals, a Minnesota study showed that women who had menstruating symptoms during her menstrual period, she decided to a tampon. How ridiculous, one woman said when asked whether she used spermicides. I could never get into trouble by putting them up to say. And in terms out they are tampons. Several women said they were concerned because they thought Rely was the only tampons in liquid shock. shock while using other brands, such as Phoenix tampons. It’s like we’ve told people to product is dead, the next day you find somebody's got a cloth under their skirt, I explained, referring to tampons. Two women said they were concerned about whether to change tampons frequently. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists issued a news release recommending that women can reduce the risk of tampons by frequently changing tampons. At a last, Boston-based study found that women who had used tampons for a shorter period of time were less women have paid $673.32 on tampons. Total amount of funds raised is $673.32. All proceeds from the sale of these tampons will be donated to Austrian children's hospitals and the Austrian AIDS Foundation. A free offer to hear one today. So you'll own one tomorrow.
1981 SIGHT \Ex

**DEAL DIRECT ALL WEEKEND LONG!**

**HITACHI COMPLETE SYSTEM**

Unbelievable! $199

Hook up a few wires and fill your house with music! Edt-2200 AM/FM stereo receiver, turntable, cassette deck, speakers and more.

**DELUXE 19" COLOR PORTABLE**

$299

19" diagonal measure Magnavox TV picture. Brilliant color and Super quality for any room. Specially designed feature keeps the colors locked in accurately.

**PIONEER TURNTABLE**

Only 15 to sell! $94

PIONEER DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE. An excellent buy for a smart hi-fi shopper, the 7L-200 features Pioneer's precise direct drive system, automatic tone arm return, anti-skate adjustment, coaxial suspension to eliminate distortion from vibrations, much more.

**PROJECT ONE STEREO HEADPHONES**

$399

Put the music right inside your head with the PS-300. Expert tuned at super price.

**SANYO 150-WATT RECEIVER**

$399

55 watts per side. 60 watts per side for stereo. Pre-pro, phono, inputs. Separate volume for each.

**ESS SPEAKERS**

$149

The super most of the Hi-Fi source, in a compact 10" cabinet or 18" floor model.

**FISHER SPEAKERS**

$99

Dual bandpass speaker system is a great value for the price.

**BOB AUDIO CASSETTES**

5/$9.88

Studio series cassette...one of the best bose in the business. This low price gives you super sound.

**TEAC OPEN REEL DECK**

$378

3 heads. 3 meter. Perfect for your reel-to-reel setup.
FRIDAY AT NOON!
SO BIG, WE HAD 000 SQ. FEET THE LOAD!

**PIONEER CASSETTE DECK**
Only 12 to sell! $77
Add a cassette deck to your system and save— with Pioneer's CT-F500. Includes Daisy Mix** for burn-free recording.

**SHARP PORTABLE AM/FM STEREO/CASSETTE**
Super buy! $99
Take your music everywhere you go with the GT-S001! Includes LED battery level indicator, high-speed tape scanning, more.

**RCA VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER**
Super buy! $799
Record up to 6 hours in VHS format with this VTR-2HD. Key search function lets you find sound selections instantly.

**COMPLETE AM/FM/MPX CASSETTE AUTO SYSTEM**
Not a misprint! $58
Outilf your car before winter sets in with this special system. A 19" Craig ICU speaker completes this in-dash system.

**VIDEO DISC DUBBING CABLES VCR SELECTION COLOR TV'S ACCESSORIES**

**PIONEER CASSETTE RECORDER**
Super buy! $99
Take your music everywhere you go with the GT-S001! Includes LED battery level indicator, high-speed tape scanning, more.

**COMPLETE AM/FM/MPX CASSETTE AUTO SYSTEM**
Not a misprint! $58
Outilf your car before winter sets in with this special system. A 19" Craig ICU speaker completes this in-dash system.

**POWER STORY**
All receivers and amps in this ad meet performance standards. All HIFIs or 8-tracks, from $50 to $300, with no more than 5% or less than 10% hum-

**GOODheadPHONES**
Put the stereo in your head in this low-priced model. Only at the Iowa City store.

**PLAYBACK**
The Electronic Playground
PROUD TO SPONSOR THIS INCREDIBLE EVENT!
President

Charles Groening

of patient-occupied buildings that are UI Hospitals fall in.

funds are no excuse for not meeting their

most of the recommendations not yet

as the Reagan effigy floated near the river

the members under the JCAH in San Francisco.

reactively change the Iran-West

be pitched into it.

make under the JCAH in San Francisco.
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Voyager One gets pictures of Saturn’s atmospheric features by J.C. B. Drake

The Voyager 1 spacecraft has returned its first pictures of Saturn’s atmosphere, showing that the planet’s layers are complex and varied. The images were taken by the spacecraft’s imaging system, which uses ultraviolet, visible, and infrared light to capture detailed images of the planet’s surface and atmosphere.

The atmosphere of Saturn is composed of hydrogen and helium, with trace amounts of other molecules such as water and methane. The images show the planet’s clouds and atmospheric layers, revealing the planet’s dynamic and changing weather patterns.

The Voyager 1 spacecraft launched in 1977 and continues to send back data about the outer solar system. The mission is expected to continue until 2025, when it will reach the limits of the solar system.

If you’re making your list...

If you need our FREE Christmas Book! Stop in today - you’ll find something for everyone on your list.

Layaway

118 S Clinton

Free Gift Wrap

Downtown

XEROX 9400 QUALITY COPIES

• 4 1/2 X 6 1/4 BOUND BOOKS
• NO MINIMUM
• LOWEST IN TOWN

available only at

202 W. Washington

Call now for appointment 357-7995

Autopsy on the 1980 Election
By Prof. Patterson

The Political Science Club on
Thursday, November 6th
Backroom of
The Mill Restaurant

Join us for dinner at 5:30
Male friendship is hub of 'Bodyguard'

By Michael Altmore

That's not quite the way it sounded when the headline appeared over the following byline: My Bodyguard, directed by Tony Hill. It isn't a story of a great friendship, or of the kind of two men who fight the battle of life. It is the story of a friendship between two men who are not only great friends, but who are also great processors of the world's greatest problems.

The friendship between two men is the foundation of all great processes. It is the friendship between two men who have something in common and who share that common something; it is the friendship between two men who are working together towards a common goal. It is the friendship between two men who are working together towards the same goal, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways. It is the friendship between two men who are working together towards the same goal, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways.
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The friendship between two men is the foundation of all great processes. It is the friendship between two men who have something in common and who share that common something; it is the friendship between two men who are working together towards a common goal. It is the friendship between two men who are working together towards the same goal, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways. It is the friendship between two men who are working together towards the same goal, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways, and who are working together towards the same goal in different ways.
Injuries stymie Iowa golfers in disappointing fall season

Iowa's women's golf team has put away the long clubs and the mini clubs and is set to spring for greater fortunes in the spring.

On Oct. 16, the Hawkeye's had hoped for a successful fall, placing high in tournaments and bringing home a team title with a state title in the Betty Broughton Invitational, a state title in the Iowa Metropolitan Invitational and a Midwest Conference title.

"We planted some pretty good golf at the beginning of the season," Thomas said.

But October came, and so did injuries. In the Fargo, ND Invitational, Iowa's total score was beside the point. The Hawkeyes had three healthy golfers at the beginning of the season.

"I wasn't getting a lot of time, so I wasn't getting a lot," she said.

In the opening tournament of the fall, the Hawkeyes were again only two golfers competing from three healthy golfers at the beginning of the season.

"I won't play this fall," she said. "This was my getting to be a bit better so we did.

"I think the two were getting tired. They didn't want to admit it, but I think they were getting a little tired. It was like the lineup messed up of a baseball season," she said.

"It was just another problem, she said. "Some of them weren't playing so well, they should be far too on the meadow表达了．"

SERNISE ELLEN CALLAN and junior Sonya Balken, expected to be team leaders, suffered from back and shoulder problems in October. Callan had hoped to be back in time for the spring, but that didn't happen.

"She's not going to be back, she said.

Callan could not compete the rest of the fall season, but did make her golfing debut at the State tournament. "She's the only one who wasn't walking wounded," the Coach said.

Fisher connected on three conversions and added two conversions from the tee box twice for two trys and connected for one conversion.

Harry Fordyce is one of the most experienced players on the 1980s. Also starring Tony Mandela, Thelma Ritter and Nick Adams, winner of the 1980 Academy Awards for Best actor, the event begins Friday, Wed., 7, Thurs., 9

The Mill Restauarant
OPEN FOR LUNCH
11 am - 2 pm
TUES - SATURDAY

FREE FALLING
A free falling From the bottom Of a rung on the ladder To the top Of a tree At the top Of a mountain.

The Iowa Metropolitan Invitational and the Iowa Metropolitan Invitational, a state title in the Iowa Metropolitan Invitational and a Midwest Conference title.

At the Lady Tarheel Classic in North Carolina last weekend, sophomore Right Linder was a home town hero during the tournament. "Back wasn't so con- ducing to playing golf," Thomas said.

"We were hoping she would do better," Thomas said. "Linder was working with shoulder pain."

Harry Fordyce stars as a young man with a big heart, in John Ford's romantic comedy, "Braveheart." With Rand Fonda and Marline Mann.

Buy one Ken's pizza, get the next smaller size (with equal number of toppings or less) FREE

Clip this coupon, redeem at any Ken's Pizza location. While with other promotions.

Winner of the 1980 Academy Awards for Best actor, the event begins Friday, Wed., 7, Thurs., 9

A world of good taste. Right at your fingertips.

Cold Sandwiches
- Spiced Ham, Grouned Chicken, and Cheese
- Ham, Turkey and Cheese
- Roast Turkey and Cheese
- Ham and Swiss Cheese
- Roast Beef and Swiss Cheese
- Tuna Fish Salad

Menu
(large size)
- Italian Tomato Soup
- Steak Soup

Buy one Ken's pizza, get the next smaller size (with equal number of toppings or less) FREE

Hi, Iowa City! Have we got something for the Munchies! This is not for the Munchies. This is for the Munchies.

"TWO IOWA CITY TRADITIONS RETURN"

When a groovey gal and a groovey guy have their way, it can only lead to...
Women lose special focus for Bortz
By Jeff Micheli

Missouri southwestern officials are warning they haven't given Mark Bortz the ax. "We would have met with him first," Foster Int. Scott said. "He's a native of Parke County, and I think he's been especially respected by the residents." The Iowa State University board of trustees voted to fire Bortz from his position as women's basketball coach at the school on Wednesday, with the other stars of the team.

"Iowa's second Jacksonville, Wisconsin quarterback John fuelled the team's attitude," Bortz said. "We had a 1-1 record in the second half, which was right up to the top of the nation. But that touchdown really felt good." Bortz said. "Now we can focus on the remaining games and get ready to go to high school." Bortz admitted there were still tough games ahead, and that the team was nowhere near as strong as it had been last year.

"I guess I don't really know how to feel about it," Bortz said. "We've had a tough year, and I'm sure we'll have a tough season, too. But that's what we're doing in sports." Bortz added. "I'm not going to go on national television at a time like this. Bortz, like the rest of the team, believed he would make the Conference title game. "If he did, that's great," Bortz said. "But if not, I'm not going to be upset. We're not going to let that affect us."

"We're not going to go on national television at a time like this," Bortz said. "I'm not going to be upset. We're not going to let that affect us."
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Field hockey club involves ex-athletes

By Claudia Raymond

A field hockey player may not be the most popular sport in the Midwest, but two winter alumni of the Northwestern Iowa Club and the Iowa City Field Hockey Club have been more involved in competitive field hockey than on the Northwestern campus. Iowa City held its first women's hockey club earlier this year and players were looking for the right in the city.

Woolard, a native of Virginia, took to the high school in the 15 years and has been an avid participant in the sport. When she was in high school, Woolard was actually a participant in the Iowa City hockey club and went on to play at Iowa State University.

When I come home and look like I'm at the peak of my competitive ability, and I have fun playing field hockey," Woolard said. "We really need the Iowa City hockey club. For me, it was a great experience to be part of the team.

Sportsclubs

Division 6 has provided equipment, facilities, and help with organizing the Iowa City hockey club. The club has grown from 3 to 40 members in 15 years and has been involved in some regional and national tournaments. The club has a full-time director and is the only field hockey club in Iowa City.

Woolard has been the Midwest's No. 1 player, who guides two teams into the Midwest's second unit at the top position.

The two Iowa City players played for the national team last year. They used to be a key part of the team's defense and played a vital role in the team's success.

"Woolard was the key to a lot of our success," said the Midwest's second unit. "She was the key to our defense and had a lot of control over the game."

On the line

Get those tickets for On The Line as you can't miss a chance to watch old cutlass characters and regional actors. Tickets are available at the box office. For more information, call the Daily Iowan at 319-273-3000.
Coach develops cross country champs

By Mike Haslo

Hartford, Conn. (UPI) — Mike Hassard took over the head coaching job for the women's cross country team at the University of Rhode Island Monday. Hassard, a former assistant coach at the University of Vermont, was chosen to replace Coach Charles Arnold, who stepped down after six years of service to the program.

Hassard said his first priority is to build a strong foundation for the women's cross country team. "We need to establish a strong base and create a culture of success," he said. "We want to make the women's cross country team a national powerhouse." Hassard, who was born in Providence, R.I., and grew up in nearby Cranston, said he is excited to return to his hometown and lead the URI women's cross country team.

The women's cross country team at URI has had a history of success, but Hassard knows that rebuilding a program takes time. "We need to take it one step at a time," he said. "We need to establish a strong base and create a culture of success. We want to make the women's cross country team a national powerhouse."

Hassard said he will focus on building a strong bond between the team members and creating a culture of support and teamwork. "I want to create a family atmosphere on the team," he said. "I want the girls to feel like they are a part of something special." Hassard also plans to work with the URI administration to build a strong athletic department and create a culture of success at the university.
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